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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with the design of gas well cementing 
programs in an area which is part of the Green River Basin 
in southwestern Wyoming. Some important factors which in
fluence cementing success are discussed. These include cement 
rheology, centralizing, and cement slurry•composition. Special 
cementing problems such as gas cutting, lost circulation, 
cement contamination, and cementing above open hole are 
discussed.

Based on laboratory cement rheology data, a detailed 
cementing program is presented for surface casing, inter
mediate casing and the liner.
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INTRODUCTION

Successful primary cementing of oil or gas wells in the 
Red Desert Basin is important for several reasons. During 
drilling operations blowout protection cannot be assured 
unless the surface or intermediate casing annulus is sealed. 
Completion operations and fresh water aquifer protection both 
depend on good zone isolation by the cement.

Remedial operations to fix poor primary cement jobs are 
difficult, costly, and time consuming. Planned primary 
cementing operations help 'assure a successful cement job 
which is less expensive in the long term.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. Gas wells in the Red Desert Basin can be cemented with
turbulent flow techniques without exceeding the fracture
gradient for the area.

2. Casing rotation should be employed while cementing the 
surface casing and the liner to help improve the cement 
job.

3. Casing reciprocation should be employed while cementing 
intermediate casing.

4. Specific cement slurries are recommended for surface 
casing, intermediate casing, and liner.

5. Batch mixing of the slurry should be used for liner 
cementing.

6. Low water loss cement can be used to prevent particulate
bridging in the hole during cementing operations.

7. Cementing above open hole can be successfully accomplished
without cement-mud swapping if certain remedial action is 
taken.

8. The calculated critical velocity of the cement slurry 
differs between the Power Law model and the Bingham 
Plastic model in most cases.

9. Centralizers help mud displacement efficiency.
10. The contact time between the mud and cement is not a valid

criterion for increasing mud displacement efficiency since
it does not take into account the slurry velocity.

11. The friction pressure in the annulus calculated from the
Bingham Plastic model or the Power Law model is not
totally accurate.

12. Cement contamination during displacement can be reduced 
by using two wiper plugs and fluid spacers.

13. Cement should be circulated to the surface while cement
ing the surface casing.
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14. The surface casing should be chained to the rig floor
while cementing to prevent its being "pumped" out of 
the hole.

15. Cement bond logs can be used to compare the results of
similar cementing situations but cannot be relied on to
give an absolute evaluation.
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GEOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY

The Red Desert Basin (Figure 1) covers an area of approxi
mately 900 square miles, the center of which is 75 miles 
northwest of Rawlins, WY. Access to the area can be obtained 
by driving 1-80 to the Red Desert exit, then north on the Red 
Desert road approximately 20 miles.

The Red Desert Basin is almost entirely surrounded by 
the Continental Divide. Ground elevation in the area is 6700- 
7000 ft. MSL. Roads are mostly unimproved dirt, passable in 
summer and fall with normal vehicles but usually restricted to 
four wheel drive traffic in winter and spring.

Average precipitation is 15 inches per year and the aver
age surface temperature is estimated to be 6 0°F. Most of the 
precipitation comes as snow or thunderstorms.

The surface in the Red Desert Basin is the Fort Union 
formation. The zones of interest and their respective section 
thickness, depths and pore pressures are shown in Figure 2.

The major producing zones are the Lewis, the Mesaverde- 
Almond, and the Mesaverde-Erickson. The reservoir rocks are 
poorly sorted fine grained shaley marine and non-marine sand
stones with porosities of 6-12% and permeabilities of .01 - 
.1 md. The produced reservoir fluid is gas and condensate.
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Figure 2: Formations of the Red Desert Basin
Average Equivalent

Thickness Depth Pore Pressure
Formation Feet Feet ppg
Lance 4500 7,000
Lewis 14 00 11,000 11.8 - 12.0
Mesaverde Almond 400 12,400 12.0 - 13.6
Mesaverde Erickson 300 12,700 12.0 - 13.6
Mesaverde Rock Springs 1800 (?) 14,000 12.0 - 13.6

The Lewis and Mesaverde formations are both over pres
sured with pore pressure gradients of .61 psi/ft. or greater. 
The normal pore pressure gradient in the Rocky Mountain region 
is generally accepted to be .43 psi/ft.
Typical Red Desert Casing Programs

Figure 3 shows a typical casing program used in a 14,000 
ft. Mesaverde test well. Surface casing is 9-5/8 inch set at 
400-500 ft. in a 12-1/4 inch hole.

An 8-3/4 inch hole is then drilled 10,000 - 12,000 ft. to 
the Lewis shale and a 7 inch intermediate string is set. This 
provides a high kick tolerance, necessary for underbalance 
drilling through the Lewis and Mesaverde sands* Wells in the 
area are typically drilled under balance until the pay zone is 
drilled.

Finally, a 6 - 6h inch hole is drilled to total depth 
(14,000 ft.) and a 5 inch flush joint liner is set. Typical 
liner overlap is 100-300 ft.

Wells in the area which are drilled to test the Lewis 
such as those in the Hay Reservoir Unit have typical casing
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9-5/8M in 12-1/4" hole

1,000 ft,

7" in 8-3/4" hole

11,000 ft.

5" liner in 6-1/8" hole

L 14,000 ft.

Figure 3
Typical Red Desert Casing Program

14,000 ft. Mesa Verde Test



8-5/8" in 12-1/4" hole

^  500 ft.

5-1/2" in 7-7/8" hole

10,000 ft

Figure 4

Typical Red Desert Casing Program
10,000 ft. Lewis Test
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programs as follows: 8-5/8 inch surface in 12-1/4 inch hole
to 500 ft. and 5-1/2 inch casing in 7-7/8 inch hole to 10,000 
feet. Figure 4 illustrates this casing program.

A common mud program used in drilling Red Desert Basin 
wells is: water to 6,000 ft.; a low solids, non-dispersed mud
to 12,000 ft.; and a weighted, dispersed mud to total depth. 
The resulting hole is usually badly washed-out but stable. 
Caving and hole bridging are not common problems.
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DESIGN OBJECTIVES

In the Red Desert Basin the important functions of the 
casing cement are those listed below:

1. Isolate porous and permeable zones so that 
fluid communication does not occur during 
production or during stimulation, procedures.

2. Support the weight of the casing, espec
ially the surface casing and liner.

3. Protect the casing from damage during 
drilling and completion operations.

In the Red Desert Basin almost all zones which show 
hydrocarbon production are stimulated by the process known 
as hydraulic fracturing. The high differential pressures 
which exist at the perforations during this process are a 
severe test of the integrity of the cement job.

The above design objectives can be met if the cement 
adequately displaces the drilling mud in the annulus, hardens 
to sufficient strength within a reasonable length of time, 
and adheres to the formation and the casing. Numerous tests 
have been run to determine just what "sufficient strength" 
is for a successful cement job. Axial loads are considered 
to be easily handled by cement with 500 psi compressive 
strength. ^  G o d f r e y ^ ,  however, has shown that 2000 psi or
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greater is required to prevent cement-casing bond damage when 
perforating.
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CEMENTING AND FLUID MECHANICS

Planning a cement job requires the practical applica
tion of the science of fluid mechanics in two important areas.

1. Predicting the flow regime of the cement slurry 
during displacement.

2. Predicting friction and hydrostatic pressures 
during cement displacement.

Fluid Classifications and Models
Fluids are generally classified by their shear stress - 

shear rate behavior. Fluids which exhibit a direct propor
tionality between shear stress and shear rate are called
Newtonian fluids. The study of the Newtonian fluid model has
yielded many useful equations for calculating friction losses 
in steady state flow in pipes and concentric annuli. Unfor
tunately, the fluids involved in oilfield cementing operations 
are very non-Newtonian and require a more complex mathematical 
model. The Bingham Plastic and Power Law models are the two 
normally used to represent these fluids.

The Bingham Plastic model theorizes that fluid behavior 
can be represented by the following equation:

(1) I = Ty + —  0 if I > Ty* 9c y
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Where: 0 = shear rate
t  = shear stress

ty = a constant, the yield point, 
(Bingham)

Pv = constant of proportionality 
(Plastic Viscosity)

gc =. conversion factor 
A shear stress - shear rate diagram for a Bingham Plas

tic fluid is shown in Figure 5.

Shear rate, 0 +
Figure 5

Shear Stress - Shear Rate for a Bingham Plastic

Fluids whose behavior may be approximated by the Power 
Law model are called Power Law fluids. The Power Law model 
is :

(2) t = K 0n
K and n are empirical parameters, called flow indices, 

which have been found to be constant over wide ranges of shear 
rates for many drilling and cement fluids.
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A shear stress - shear rate diagram for a Power Law model 
fluid is shown in Figure 6 for a value of n <1.0.

The Power Law fluid model with n = 1.0 is mathematically 
the same as the Newtonian fluid model.

The value of n can be thought of as an index for the degree 
of departure from Newtonian fluid behavior. The value of K 
can be thought of as an index of viscosity. The higher the 
value of K, the higher the viscosity of the fluid.

The Bingham Plastic model and the Power Law model have been 
the theoretical basis for the derivation of the equations which 
relate the rheological behavior of a fluid to the friction 
losses in pipes and annuli. No real fluid can be expected to 
precisely follow the properties assigned by a model. However, 
if the model and the actual fluid properties are approximately 
the same for the range of shear stresses and shear rates 
involved, the calculated friction losses will be satisfactory 
for drilling engineering purposes.

n< 1
U)
U)0)>-l-p 
U)

Shear rate 0

Figure 6 - Power Law Fluid
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Flow Regime
There are four popularly recognized flow regimes in 

fluid mechanics. These regimes are: plug flow, laminar flow,
transitional flow, and turbulent flow. Laminar flow and tur
bulent flow have been studied extensively and have well 
defined characteristics. Plug flow has not been studied as 
extensively and is less clearly defined. However, because of 
its importance in oil well cementing, it will be discussed in
a separate section of this paper.

The criterion used to establish the turbulent flow regime 
is the Reynolds number, first developed in 1883 by Osborne 
Reynolds for Newtonian fluids. Reynold's criterion was later 
extended to non-Newtonian fluids.

The Reyonolds number (Nr ) for a Newtonian fluid flowing 
in a concentric annulus may be calculated by:

(3) N r  = 928 v  (dp-dj) p

Where: V = bulk or average fluid velocity, ft/sec
dQ = outside diameter, inches 
dj_ = inside diameter, inches 
p = fluid density, ppg
y = fluid viscosity (Newtonian), cp

According to the Moody diagram, when the Reynolds number 
exceeds a value of 2000, transitional flow ensues, while for 
lower values the flow is laminar. Fully developed turbulent
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flow starts at about a Reynolds number of 3000.
The modified Reynolds number for the Bingham Plastic 

model is calculated by:

(4) NRe = p.

Where: ye effective slurry viscosity (Bingham), cp
The effective slurry viscosity is the Bingham plastic 

viscosity "correct" for the effect of the Bingham yield point. 
The effective viscosity is calculated by:

(5) ye = Pv + 4.987p Ty

Where: Pv ~ Bingham plastic viscosity of the fluid, cp
2Ty = yield point, lbf/100 ft 

P = fluid density, ppg 
dQ = outside diameter, inches 
dj_ = inside diameter, inches 
v = bulk fluid velocity, fps

The Reynolds number at which transitional flow begins 
for the Bingham plastic model is also 2000. Fully developed 
turbulent flow starts at a Reynolds number of 3000. Combining 
the above two equations allows the turbulent velocity, V-t-, to 
be calculated directly. The turbulent velocity is the bulk 
fluid velocity at which turbulent flow is fully developed,
i.e. a Reynolds number = 3000.
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(6) Vt = 1.616 Pv + 1.616 Pv2 + 6.17 (dp-d,-)2 T„p
p(d0-di)

The Power Law Reynolds number is calculated by:

(7) Nr 

Where:

/dp-d-j \
2.79 1 144 ;

n ’
„2-n‘v p

K an
n 1 = Power Law exponent

K'an = Power Law consistency index for 
annular geometry

d0 = outside diameter, inches
dj_ = inside diameter, inches 
p = fluid density, ppg 
v = bulk velocity, fps 

The Reynolds number for turbulent flow does not occur at
a single value, but varies with the value of n. Figure 7 is 
a Power Law friction factor chart which shows how fully 
developed turbulence starts at higher Reynolds numbers for 
lower values of n r.

.02 - transitional flow
turbulent flow

. 01 -

C.004-
•H
•H.002-

0.001
10,0001000

Reynolds number -►
Figure 7 - Power Law Friction Factors (after Dodge)
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The turbulent velocity can be calculated directly for 
the Power Law model by:

2_n y  Kan
(8) Vt = A2.79 p ( o i)

144
I

Where: = appropriate Reynolds number for theivalue of n
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IMPORTANT FACTORS IN OBTAINING A GOOD CEMENT JOB

Oilfield operators consider the most important factors 
in obtaining good cement jobs, provided that an adequate 
cement is selected, to be those which improve mud displace
ment efficiency. If cement completely displaces the mud from 
behind the casing, chances are that the design objectives 
listed in the previous section will be met. Factors which 
have been extensively examined are:

1. Cement slurry flow regime
2. Pipe standoff
3. Pipe movement during displacement
4. Contact time
5. Use of spacers and preflushes

Slurry Flow Regime
The flow regime of the cement slurry is one of the more

important factors in achieving a high mud displacement effi-
(4) .ciency . Turbulent flow of the cement slurry during dis

placement will usually result In a good cement job. Plug
flow is also effective, but often falls short of turbulent

(5 )flow . Laminar flow should be avoided.
Figure 8 shows how a flat velocity profile in the cement

pushes mud evenly from a pipe, lessening the chance of a mudieSS
channel forming in the cement. Both turbulent flow and plug
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flow exhibit flat velocity profiles. A laminar flow velocity 
profile is parabolic in shape, increasing the chance of mud 
being bypassed.

Cement Mud
— )

Cement Mud

Plug Flow Turbulent Flow

Cement Mud

Laminar Flow 

Figure 8 - Velocity Profiles

In turbulent flow, the motion of individual fluid parti

cles is random. Vortices and eddies form in a flow stream. 
This action tends to mix in any mud which has been bypassed 
by the cement. In laminar flow, individual particles travel 
a path parallel to the walls. No mixing occurs between the 
layers of fluid and mud channels are easily formed.

Turbulent Flow Cementing
To achieve turbulent flow in the cement slurry a high 

displacement rate is necessary, usually about 5-15 bpm. Tur
bulent flow cementing is limited by the circulating bottom 
hole pressure (which might exceed the fracture pressure of 
the formation), the hydraulic horsepower available at the
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surface and the pressure rating of the surface lines and 
downhole pipe.

The critical velocity to achieve turbulence can be cal
culated using either the Bingham Plastic fluid model or the 
Power Law fluid model. The Power Law model is generally 
acknowledged as being the more accurate and it should be 
used for calculating the slurry Reynolds number whenever suf
ficient data is available.

The minimum displacement rate to achieve turbulent flow 
is calculated b y :

2 2
18 V Ov. - (dQ -dj ) Vf- Qbpm 17.16

Where: Qbpm = critical displacement rate, bpm
= turbulent velocity, fps

Figure 9 is a plot of displacement rates necessary to 
achieve turbulent flow around 5 inch casing in various hole 
sizes for a Class "G" cement slurry with Pv = 43 cp and iy =

Xb f 25 j q q- ft . This plot is very useful in showing the high dis
placement rates necessary to achieve turbulence in a washed 
out borehole.

Figure 10 is a plot of the critical displacement rates 
for the same cement as Figure 9 but using the Power Law model. 
The values of n = .878 and Kan = .0023 were derived from the 
same data as the Bingham Plastic model. The critical Reynolds 
number for the Power Law model is 3000for n = . 878.
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Cement w/silica fl. 
15.9 ppg 
4 3 cp 7
5 lbf/100 ft /

3000 /

Class

10

turbulent
flow

•H

5 6 7 8 9
Hole size, in. ->

Figure 9
Rates for Turbulent Flow, 5 inch Casing 

Bingham Plastic Model
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10

A turbulent 
flow /

Class "G" Cement w/ silica fl. 
n = 15.9 ppg

an
3000

98765
Hole size, in.

Figure 10
Rates for Turbulent Flow, 5 inch Casing 

Power Law Model
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Comparison of Figures 9 and 10 shows only slight dif
ference in the calculated critical displacement rate for the 
same hole size using the two different fluid models.
Plug Flow Cementing ^

The non-Newtonian character of oilwell cement allows 
another technique of cementing called plug flow or slow flow.
In plug flow the cement slurry is displaced very slowly, usual
ly at a rate of 1/2 - 1 bpm. At this low velocity the slurry 
in the center of the flowstream has not exceeded the minimum 
shear stress necessary to allow fluid layers to slide past each 
other. Thus the parabolic laminar flow profile does not form.

Also aiding mud displacement in plug flow is the mass of 
contaminated mud which is pushed in front of the rising cement 
column.

Plug flow can be used in situations where extreme hole 
washouts make turbulent flow cementing impossible or where a 
low fracture gradient limits the circulating bottom hole pres
sure .

The criteria for the plug flow regime has not been estab-
(6)lished as exactly as that of turbulent flow. Dowell states 

that the velocity of the cement slurry should not exceed 90 fpm. „ 
Other sources cite a Reynolds number of 100 as the upper limit 
of plug f l o w ^ .  Theoretical considerations suggest that a 
plug grows from the inner most part of a flow stream toward the 
outer most parts as the Reynolds number decreases. No dicotomy
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exists between laminar and plug flow regimes.
Regardless of the criteria used, high viscosity and high

yield strength of the cement and low^viscosity and low yield
(8)strength of the mud will give the, best plug flow results 

Pipe Standoff
Pipe standoff is the distance from the hole wall to the

casing. A perfectly centered pipe in a round hole has equal
standoff all around it. Studies have shown that an eccentric
annulus greatly increases the difficulty of removing all the

(9)mud from the annulus . The variation in resistive drag 
forces between the narrow side and the wide side of an eccen
tric annulus increases the chance of mud being bypassed and 
cement channeling.

Casing centralizers are widely used in an attempt to 
center the pipe in the hole. Centralizers can be firmly 
attached to the casing or the casing can be allowed to rotate 
within the centralizer.

A formula has been derived for use in finding the minimum 
centralizer spacing in a deviated borehole . it considers 
the centralizer spacing to be a function of the dogleg sever
ity, the casing weight, the hole inclination, the restoring 
force of the centralizer, and the tension in the casing. The 
formula is an approximation, accurate for a wide range of 
conditions.
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(9) L = 70175-x T-3Tas"f WbT'ainj (f°r d°gleg section>
F(10) L - rr-— r— :— T (for inclined, straight section)Wb x sin<{> ^

Where: L = centralizer spacing, ft.
F = force on centralizer if spaced L feet

apart, lb.
ds = dogleg severity, degrees per 100 ft.
Wb = bouyed weight per foot of the casing, lb/ft.
4> = average inclination angle near the central

izer, degrees 
T = tension in the casing 

The restoring force of the centralizer bows can be deter
mined in the laboratory for a desired standoff. The API has 
established specifications for casing centralizers which 
includes the minimum restoring force. Figure 11 shows an 
example load reflection curve for a centralizer.

2-0r
7 1/2" centralizer 
9" hole

•H

400 800 1200 1600 2000 24000
Restoring Force, lbs.

Figure 11 - Centralizer Restoring Force
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The tension in the casing must be calculated considering 
the length of casing below the centralizer, the hole inclina
tion a n d  the bouyancy.

(11) T = .0408 x TVD x (pd2 - PD2) + cos cf> X W x s 
Where: TVD = true vertical depth to the casing shoe, ft.

p = mud weight inside the casing, ppg 
P = cement weight outside the casing, ppg 

d,D = inside, outside casing diameters, inches 
W = casing weight per foot, lb/ft. 
s = distance from casing shoe to centralizer 

in question
The above equations do not consider the sag in the casing 

between centralizers. For a straight section of hole, the
approximate sag or maximum deflection (MD) can be calculated by:

/ton x sin(J> x L 1* 108 ,u2 u cosh u - u N(12) MD = -B ------  x  - p ,  ( ~ 2  s T m r ^ ,  >

Where: MD = maximum deflection, inches
L = centralizer spacing, ft.

36T L 2 u = — — —  , no unitsEl
E = 30 x 10® lb/in2
I = tt/64 (D4 - d 14) , in
(j) = hole inclination, degrees

Wfc = bouyed weight per foot of the casing, lb/ft. 
Most wells in the Red Desert Basin have little, if any, 

dogleg severity. The hole inclination rarely exceeds 5°.
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Using equation (10), a centralizer spacing of 700 feet is cal
culated for 7 inch, 23 lb. per ft. casing in a 5° inclined hole 
(F = 1200#). Equation (12) calculates a maximum deflection for 
this spacing of over 100 inches! This spacing (700') is not 
acceptable. A centralizer spacing of 100 feet allows only h 
inch of sag and this would be acceptable.
Pipe Movement

Rotating the casing or reciprocating the casing has been 
shown to be the most effective method of removing mud channel
ing during or immediately after cement displacement .
Figure 12 shows how rotation of the casing tends to clean mud 
from the narrow side of the annulus. Reciprocation tends to 
move the channeled mud up and down the hole, breaking its gel 
strength. Either type of movement tends to mix the mud channels 
in with the cement. If the pipe movement is after the cement 
displacement, the contamination may be serious.

■borehole
cement

casing

mud

Figure 12 - Rotating the Casing

One of the disadvantage of casing reciprocation during 
cement displacement is that pressure surges are produced which 
alternately increase and decrease the pressure on the wall of
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the wellbore. These pressure surges are of interest because
they might add enough to the circulating bottom hole
pressure to fracture the formation or, lower the bottom
hole pressure such that formation fluids may be swabbed
into the wellbore.

(12)Burkhardt investigated wellbore surge pressures and
found that the surge pattern is a result of three effects: 
Viscous drag, inertia, and breaking of mud gel. Viscous drag 
was found to be the largest and most important cause of pres
sure surge. Burkhardt’s investigations yielded simple graphi
cal solutions which approximate more complex solutions done 
on a computer.

Surge pressures which occur while reciprocating the casing 
(during displacement) are analagous to surge pressures which 
occur while running casing which is closed on the end; that 
is, fluid movement inside the pipe is not affected while the 
pipe is lowered or raised. For closed pipe, with the annular 
fluid in turbulent flow, Burkhardt1s equation for surge pres
sure only is:

Pg = A PV ’21 P '806 Vp1 ’8
Where: Ps = surge pressure per 100 ft. of pipe

Pv = Bingham Plastic viscosity 
p = fluid density, ppg

Vp = pipe velocity, ft/min.
A = flow geometry coefficient from Figure 13
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Figure 13 - Turbulent Flow Geometry Coefficient "A" (after 
Burkhardt)

A list of advantages and disadvantanges of each pipe 
movement method follows.

Rotating the Casing 
Advantages

1. Provides a positive displacing force when casing 
is severely off center.

2. Long, heavy strings which have been floated in 
and cannot be lifted may be rotated.

Disadvantages
1. A complex cementing head is required.
2. The torque necessary to turn the casing string may 

exceed the recommended make-up torque for the 
couplings.
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3. Rotating type pipe centralizers have to be used.
Reciprocating the Casing 

Advantages
1. A regular cementing head is used.
2. No special tools are required to move the casing.
3. Annular velocity is increased as casing is lowered.

Disadvantages
1. A flexible cementing line is required on the rig 

floor.
2. Weight of the casing string may exceed the draw 

works capacity of the rig or the joint strength of 
the casing.

3. Surge pressures occur as the casing is lowered and 
raised. This may cause break down of the formation 
or formation fluids may be swabbed into'the cement.

Stroke length during reciprocation is not critical to 
the effectiveness of the method. .

/Contact Time
Contact time is the amount of time that cement slurry is 

pumped past a given point in the annulus. The idea of increas
ing the contract time is that drag forces exist between a trapped
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mud channel and the cement slurry moving past. By pumping 
more and more slurry past the zone of interest, more mud 
will be removed.

The drag force at the cement-mud interface is greater 
at higher slurry velocities. Therefore, increasing the con
tact time by pumping more slowly is not the right approach. 
Increasing the contact time at high velocities by pumping 
more total volume will help mud displacement efficiency.
The increase in hydrostatic head caused by pumping many more 
volumes of cement than needed to cover the pay zones may not 
be desirable.

Preflushes are available that may be used for turbulent 
or plug flow cement jobs. The preflush serves the purpose 
of separating the cement and mud to minimize adverse reactions, 
to help clean off mud cake from the wall of the hole prior to 
the arrival of the slurry, to improve mud displacement and to 
enhance bonding.

Turbulent flow is the most desirable flow regime for the 
preflush if the cement slurry is in turbulent flow. The 
reasons for this are the same as for wanting the cement slurry 
in turbulent flow, that is, a flat velocity profile and inter
nal mixing of mud channels.
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Turbulant flow preflushes are usually water with sur
factants and fluid loss agents added. Fresh water or salt 
water may be used.

For plug flow cementing, plug flow preflushes should be 
used. The reasons are the same as for using plug flow in 
the cement slurry. The preflush may be viscosified to help
keep the Reynolds number low.  ̂ „ / I
— — ---------- — ^

^  ^  05 *
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SOME PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED DURING CEMENTING OPERATIONS

Common problems which occur during cementing operations 
are gas cutting, lost circulation, cement contamination and 
cementing above an open hole.

Gas Cutting
Since most wells in the Red Desert Basin are gas wells, 

gas cutting of the cement slurry and the resulting permeability 
increase of the set cement is a major concern to operators.
Gas cutting occurs because the hydrostatic head on a gas pro
ducing formation is lower than the formation pore pressure.
This can result from two different situations.

First, the hydrostatic column is too light during or after 
the displacement process or second, the hydrostatic head is 
relieved because cement opposite one permeable formation forms 
a particulate bridge and consolidates before cement next to
a lower productive zone sets.

The first situation can be avoided by calculating the 
pressures at the gas zones during all stages of displacement. 
The hydrostatic head should always be higher than the forma
tion pressure. Since most cement slurries are heavier than 
the muds typically used in the Red Desert, the hydrostatic

* head opposite a producing formation usually increases during
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displacement. If a preflush is used ahead of the cement, 
the hydrostatic head opposite a producing formation can be 
inadvertently lowered to a value below the pore pressure.

■12,400 ft.
Particulate 

Bridge — — Zone A

Zone B Gas

■unset cement

Zone c

Figure 14 - A Bridged Hole 
The problem of a particulate bridge forming in the hole 

can be avoided by using a low water loss cement. If a bridge 
does form, gas cutting will occur despite the pressure which 
has been trapped below the bridge. Figure 14 shows a 5 inch 
liner in a 6-1/8 inch hole at 13,400 ft. The cement has bridged 
at the permeable zone "A” after_,tlLe_cement was displaced._ The 
"trapped" pressure above zone "C" is about 9300 psi with 13.5 
ppg mud in the annulus and 15.7 ppg cement slurry. If zone "B"
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was 200 psi overbalanced before the hole bridged, it will
become under-balanced shortly after the bridge forms as the ,

—— — - - ^65 u j t-

cement filtrate leaks off into zone "C".

The volume of leakoff before gas starts to enter the 
cement can be calculated by:

V x = Vi (e c(AP)-l)
3Where: Vj_ = leak off volume, ft.

Vj_ = initial trapped volume in the annulus, ft.^
AP - change in pressure in front of the gas zone, psi 
c = compressibility of the cement slurry, psi  ̂

e = logrithmic base 
The above equation was derived from the definition of 

fluid compressibility.
The annular volume below the bridge for the example situ

ation is about^S.S cu, ft. of slurry. The compressibility 
of Class "H" cement slurry was reported by Christian, et al 
to be 1.8 x 10 ^psi  ̂ and nearly constant

The volume of filtrate which leaks off before gas enters 
the cement at zone "B". is:

V so , , 1.8 x 10-6(200) ,>= 68.3 (e -1)
V I = .0246 ft.3 

= 696 cc
This volume might leak off into zone "C" before the cement 

slurry opposite zone "B" has set. Gas would then enter the 
unset cement.
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Lost Circulation
Lost circulation usually occurs during cement displace

ment because the fracture gradient of the formation near the 
shoe is exceeded. Lost circulation can also occur in the pre
sence of natural fractures or highly permeable zones. These 
causes are usually cured before cement displacement starts, 
that is, when the zone is drilled.

The pressure in the wellbore at the casing shoe during 
displacement is equal to:

psh = Pfc + ^fm + phc + phm + ̂ s
Where: Psh =* Pressure at the shoe

Pfc = Friction pressure in the annulus, cement 
Pfm - Friction pressure in the annulus, mud 
Phc ^ Hydrostatic pressure of the cement column 
Phm = Hydrostatic pressure of the mud column 
Ps = Surge pressure if casing is reciprocated 

The pressure at the shoe is highest just before the cement 
plug hits bottom. The pressure at the shoe should be calcu
lated for this situation and if it does not exceed the known
fracture pressure, the displacement rate and slurry density 
chosen are acceptable. Figure 15 is the fracture gradient for 
the Red Desert Basin.

The hydrostatic pressure of the cement or mud can be 
calculated by:
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Formation Fracture Pressure, Red Desert Basin,WY
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Ph = .052 (h)p
Where: P^ = hydrostatic pressure, psi

h = height of column, ft. 
p = fluid density, ppg 

The friction pressure for the annulus can be calculated
b y :

Pf = fl v p25.8 (dQ-di)
Where: f = Bingham Plastic or Power Law friction factor

1 = Length of annular section
The calculated friction pressure may not be totally 

accurate for the following reasons:
1. If the borehole is very rugous the friction loss 

per foot can vary widely up and down the hole at 
a given displacement rate. Figure 16 shows the 
friction loss around 5 inch casing in various hole 
sizes for a Class "G" cement. Notice how a change 
in hole size from six inch to seven inch changes 
the friction loss by a multiple of 9.

2. The friction factor used in turbulent flow calcula
tions is a function of both Reynolds number and wall 
roughness. The influence of open hole wall rough
ness has not been investigated.

3. Downhole conditions of pressure and temperature 
will alter the rheological properties of the cement 
slurry and mud.
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Figure 16 - Annular Friction
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4. The rheological properties of the mud and cement
are time dependent and may be greatly altered by
cement contamination, by filtrate loss, tempera
ture, and energy of hydration.

5. The eccentricity of the annulus will influence the
frictional pressure drop.

6. Differences between the fluid model used for calcu
lations and the actual fluid properties are cause 
for inaccuracy.

Cement Contamination
Cement slurry contamination by drilling mud may be one 

cause of cementing problems for wells in the Red Desert Basin. 
Design considerations during planning of the cement job should 
include: 1) Degree of contamination, 2) position of the con
taminated cement in the final cement column, 3) severe adverse 
reactions between the cement slurry and the drilling mud.
(Such as instantaneous gellation or total inhibition of setting.)

Cement may be in contact with the drilling mud at the front 
and rear of the cement slurry as it pumped down the casing 
(Figure 17a). Then, as the cement is displaced into the annulus 
the slurry contacts mud at the front and rear interface and any
where mud is bypassed in the cement column. (Figure 17b). Some 
contamination will be minimal or not in a zone of interest, and 
will not seriously affect the final results of the cement job.
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front interface

mixing of cement 
slurry and bypassed 
mud
rear interface 
casing.shoe

a. Before Displacement hAfter Displacement into annulus into annulus
Figure 17 - Cement Slurry Contamination

Steps can be taken to minimize contamination problems.
They are: Adverse cement-mud reactions which might serious
ly impair cement performance should be checked for in the lab 
using a field sample of the drilling fluid and the design slurry. 
Fortunately, the chemicals and solids in fresh water drilling 
mud programs in the Red Desert Basin are not noted for causing 
such reactions. 2r) Casing wiper plugs should be used to sep
arate the cement slurry and the mud at the front and rear of the 
cement column while it is still in the pipe. These wiper plugs 
also attempt to wipe the mud film from the inside walls on the 
casing as they are pumped down. It is desirable but not always 
possible to use front and rear wiper plugs since the mud film 
wiped by the rear plug will contaminate the rear interface.
3) The displacement of the cement into the annulus should stop 
before the rear interface reaches the casing shoe. This avoids

rear interface

front interface

% %%

%
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having any severely contaminated cement around the shoe. The 
cement around the shoe is particularly important in the sur
face casing and intermediate casing since it helps prevent 
the bottom joints of casing from damage during drilling.

In previous sections of this paper it was shown how tur
bulent flow of the cement slurry and pipe movement are important 
factors in helping mud displacement efficiency. These techniques 
tend to mechanically and hydraulically mix in any mud which is 
bypassed by the cement. This contamination of the cement should 
not be of a magnitude to cause severe problems. Some degradation 
of compressive strength and fluid loss properties can be expect
ed but this is an acceptable alternative to leaving mud channels 
which have no low pressure strength.

Contamination at the front interface after displacement 
into the annulus should not be a serious concern since it should 
be well above any zones of interest.

Cementing Above Open Hole
A common situation which occurs during the completion of 

a Red Desert Basin gas well is shown in Figure 18. The hole 
has been drilled to a depth beyond a zone which shows enough 
production potential to justify running the casing. The casing 
shoe is to be set below the producing zone but with some open 
hole below.
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Production zone

Desired casing point

Open hole

Figure 18 - Cementing Above Open Hole

If. the cement slurry used to cement the casing is denser 
than the mud left in the bottom of the hole, an unstable 
condition will exist at the bottom of the hole after displace
ment. Consider the forces at the cement-mud interface, as 
shown in Figure 19.

t t t t t t t
f'

Mud
V---------- rJ

Figure 19 - Forces at the cement-mud interface
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As long as the interface is level, the forces f and f 1 
are exactly equal and opposite. If the interface becomes like 
that shown in Figure 20, however, the forces will not be equal.

Cement Slurry

Figure 20 - Disturbed interface

The pressure at point f (which acts in all directions) is 
equal to:

F = pGh
Where: pc = density of the cement

h = height below the datum 
The pressure at f 1 is equal to the pressure at f".

f' = pm h" + pc h f 
Where: pm = density of the mud

h', h" = height below datum
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The force at f 1 (in the mud) does not equal f (in the 
cement); in fact, f > f 1 . The cement will flow downward into 
the open hole and the mud will flow upward into the cement, 
contaminating it around the shoe.

To cement successfully above open hole one of the follow
ing should be done:

1. Mix and spot weighted mud in the open hole below 
the casing. The mud density should be equal to or 
greater than the cement slurry.

2. Tail in the cement with some gelled thixotropic-*
cement. Thixotropic cement additive is sold by 
several of the cementing companies. After pumping 
stops, it gells in about 10 minutes to a mass which 
will support its own hydrostatic weight.

3. Mix and spot a thixotropic cement plug below the 
expected casing point. This can be done before 
tripping out after conditioning the mud.-

4. Use an inflatable packer shoe with cement ports 
above the packer.

Item (1) is the easiest to perform, but care needs to be
taken not to exceed the fracture pressure at the bottom of the
open hole. Item (3) is the most difficult to perform since 
cement might be placed too high and the casing would not reach 
the desired setting point.
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CEMENT SLURRY AND ADDITIVES

"Neat" oil well cement is commonly called Portland cement 
and is manufactured from limestone, clay, sand, and iron ore. 
The ingredients are finely ground and blended, then fired in 
a rotary kiln to 2,600°F. The clinkers of complex calcium 
silicate are re-ground with gypsum. The resulting Portland 
cement consists primarily of tricalcium silicate, dicalcium 
silicate, tricalcium aluminate and tetracalcium aluminoferrite. 
It also contains free gypsum, magnesia, and lime.

The API has established nine classes of cement with maxi
mum percent of the above chemical components designated. The 
only commonly available class of cement in the Red Desert Basin 
area is Class "G". It is a cement of medium fine grind with 
no chemical retarder added, and has a moderately high sulfate 
resistance.

The other basic additive to make a cement slurry is water.
Water is added to hydrate the cement and makes it pumpable.
The correct amount of water to add to Class "G" cement is 44%

(14 }by weight or 4.96 gals/sx. . This mixture yields 1.14 cu. 
ft./sx of 15.8 ppg slurry.

The common additives to Class "G" cement are accelerators, 
retarders, thinners, fluid loss agents, salts, silica flour 
and pozzolans.
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The commonly used accelerator is CaCl2 , added in quantities 
of 1-2% to the surface pipe cement to reduce time required to 
reach sufficient strength to permit drilling operations to 
resume. The commonly used retarder is calcium lignosulfonate, 
added in quantities of 0.1-*1% to lengthen the pumping time to 
6 hours or longer.

The imporance of fluid loss control was discussed in a 
previous section. Fluid loss control agents are organic 
polymers added in quantities of up to .5 gal/sx.

The cement slurry is also usually treated with salts such 
as KC1 or CaCl2 so the fluid which is lost to the permeable 
formations does not swell the clays, damaging the formation.
The most commonly used salt in the Red Desert Basin is KCl.
It is added in quantities of 5% by weight. NaCl can also be 
used, usually 18% by weight, but the KCl appears to work better, 
the total cost is less than NaCl, and it does not affect the 
thinners and retarders as much. NaCl increases the permeability 
of the set cement somewhat because osmotic pressure causes water 
to migrate to the cement.

Silica flour is added to cement to combat a phenomenon 
known as high temperature strength retrogression. At tempera
tures of 260°F and higher, set Class "G" cement will retrogress 
up to 50% of its original strength in seven days . The
permeability of the set cement will also increase. Silica 
flour in high percentages (30-50%) inhibits strength retrogression
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and also increases the compressive strength above that of the 
original neat cement.

Pozzolan or fly ash is combined with cement in a 50-50 
ratio to form a light weight inexpensive cementaceous mixture 
called pozmix. Pozmix does not cure to as high an ultimate 
strength as neat Cement but it is stable to a much higher tem
perature, about 450°F. The slurry weight of pozmix is about 
14.1 ppg and it yields 1.26 c u . ft./sx when mixed with 5.75 
gal/sx of water. Pozmix responds very well to organic dis- 
persants and is one of the easier cements to pump in turbulent 
flow.

Mixing Cement Additives
Service companies that serve the Red Desert Basin area 

all follow similar procedures for mixing cement. Dry bulk 
cement is stored in silos. A pneumatic mixing silo is used to 
mix dry additives such as KCl, pozzolan, retarder, and thinner. 
As the additives are mixed, flowing air tumbles the cement. 
Figure 21 is a schematic diagram of such a mixing facility.

Many additives which are available in dry form are also 
available as liquids, to be mixed on location with the mix 
water or added directly to the cement slurry as it is mixed. 
Liquid additives should be used only when circumstances pre
vent the pre-mixing of dry additives as the dry additives are 
more accurately measured and evenly distributed.
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Continuous Mixing
Mixing of the cement slurry on location is commonly done 

"on the fly", that is, the cement slurry is mixed on stream 
as it is pumped down the hole as opposed to batch mixing the 
cement slurry before pumping it.

Continuous mixers vary in design detail but are generally 
designed around a venturi jet similar to a mud mixing hopper. 
Figure 22 illustrates a continuous mixer. The discharge pro
duct of this type mixer is usually uniformly mixed and free 
of lumps. The cement/water ratio however, is difficult to 
control. The operator's experience has a great influence on 
how close the cement slurry weight comes to design specifica
tions. Part of the problem is that the operator must estimate 
the slurry weight from the appearance of the surface of the 
slurry in the mixing tub. Some additives will cause a dramatic 
change in the slurry appearance. Dispersants are particularly 
influential in this respect. A neat cement of 16.0 ppg will 
appear to be very "watery" after the addition of 1 or 2% dis- 
persant. Other additives can cause foaming which obscures the 
slurry surface in the tub. This, together with typical night 
time operations and cement dust in the air makes obtaining a 
constant quality cement difficult with a continuous mixing 
process.

Also to be considered is that the mixing tub has a capa
city of 16 cu. ft. At a typical mixing rate of 5 bpm, the
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residence time of the slurry in the tub is:

.57 min. or 34 seconds.(5 fapm) (5.615 ft.J/bbl)
The operation requires diligent attention to avoid a 

spotty cement.

Batch Mixing
An alternative to continuous mixing is batch mixing.

Batch mixing is done in a large tank with internal paddles.
The cement is usually mixed first through a continuous mixer 
and then pumped into a batch tank. The slurry is recirculated 
and water added until the desired density is reached.

Batch mixing has the advantage of allowing the operator 
to control the slurry properties closely. The main disadvan
tage is that the cement must be retarded to allow additional 
pumping time and a rather large additional piece of equipment 
is required. The batch mixing tank is also somewhat difficult 
to clean after each use.

Figure 23 illustrates a batch mixing tank (Dowell). The 
mixing capacity of most batch mixers is 300 bbls. of cement or 
about 1500 sacks of neat Class "G" cement.
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RECOMMENDED CEMENTING PROGRAMS FOR RED DESERT BASIN GAS WELLS
After careful consideration of all the aspects of cement

ing gas wells discussed in the previous section of this 
report, the following cementing programs are recommended for 
the Red Desert Basin.

Surface Casing
The surface casing to be run is 9-5/8 inch in 12-1/4 inch 

hole.to 500 ft. A guide shoe should be run on the bottom 
joint and an insert type float with automatic fillup assembly 
should be run between the first and second joint. The float 
will hold the hydrostatic pressure caused by the difference 
in the cement slurry density and the mud density after dis
placement and will catch the wiper plug. A centralizer should 
be run on the shoe joint.

The recommended cementing mixture for the surface casing 
is Class "G" cement with 2% CaCl2- The pumping time for this 
cement is about 1 hour 45 minutes. The 24 hour compressive 
strength is about 3400 psi. This high strength will help sup
port the surface casing during drilling operations. It is 
important that the cement slurry be circulated to the surface 
so that the casing head cannot move off center once drilling 
operations have resumed.

The cement volume to circulate to surface is estimated 
to be 2.5 times the annular capacity of 9-5/8 inch casing in
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a 12-1/4 inch hole. If cement does not circulate to the sur
face during displacement, additional cement should be placed 
from the surface by running a one inch pipe string down the 
annulus.

The displacement rate for the surface casing should be 
the highest rate which the cementing pump truck can deliver 
which is about 12 bpm. It is known from past experience in 
the area that the hole is washed out to a diameter of 15 
inches or more. Because of this, a rate of 12 bpm is unlikely 
to achieve turbulent flow throughout the hole. Figure 24 shows 
the displacement rate necessary to achieve turbulent flow 
around 9-5/8 inch casing in various hole sizes.

The fracture initiation pressure at the casing seat is 
about 6 50 psi. The hydrostatic pressure of the cement column 
is 413 psi and the friction pressure is about 15 psi in gauge 
hole. Fracturing of the hole should not be a problem.

Rotation of the casing is the only motion which can be 
reliably employed during surface pipe cementing. Rotation 
will require a rotating cementing head and the power tongs 
which should be on location with the casing crew.

Reciprocation of the casing cannot be reliably employed 
because the casing may not fall back down the hole once it is 
lifted.

Consider the forces on the casing when the plug is bumped 
and the float has closed. The total buoyant force upward on
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the casing is equal to the volume of the casing times the 
density of the fluid in the hole, which in this case is 15.9 
ppg cement slurry.

Fb = J {9-5/8)2 x 7.5 gal/cu.ft. x 15.9 ppg x 500'

Fb = 30,127 lb.
The total downward force is equal to the weight of the casing 
plus the weight of the fluid in the casing used for displacing 
the cement. For 36 lb/ft. casing displaced with water:

Fd = (36 x 500') + (500 ft. x 3.247 gal/ft. x 8.33 lb/gal)
FD = 31,524 lb.

The casing is just about floating in the hole under static 
conditions. If, during the displacement of the cement the hole 
should bridge over, the casing could easily be "pumped" out 
of the hole. To be safe, the cementing head should be firmly 
chained down to the rig floor.

Intermediate Casing
The intermediate casing string is 7 inch casing set in 

8-3/4 inch hole at 12,000 feet.
A guide shoe should be run on the bottom joint and a 

float collar with automatic fillup assembly on the next joint 
up. a centralizer should be run on the shoe joint. Additional 
centralizers should be used if any pay zones are present, 
spaced according to equations provided in an earlier section 
of this paper.
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Two wiper plugs whould be used, one ahead of and one behind 
the cement slurry.

The recommended cement slurry for the intermediate casing 
is a 50-50 pozmix with 5% CaCl2/ 2% bentonite, 1% dispersant, 
.6% fluid loss additive, and .2% retarder to be followed by 
100 sacks of Class "G" with .3% retarder, .5% dispersant and 
.3 gal/sx fluid loss agent. The lead slurry should be of 
sufficient quantity to cover any pay zones plus 500 ft. The 
tail-in slurry will cover the bottom 500 ft. of casing above 
the shoe.

The purpose of using two slurries is to take advantage 
of the lower cost of the pozmix and still have enough strength 
around the shoe to prevent casing damage during drilling oper
ations. The lead slurry has a density of 14 ppg and a 24 
hour compressive strength of 1988 psi at 230°F. The tail 
slurry has a density of 15.2 ppg and a 24 hour compressive 
strength of 3200 psi at 230°F. Both slurries are retarded to 
give a 6 hour pumping time and have an API fluid loss of less 
than 100 cc/30 minutes.

The recommended displacement rate for this cement system 
is 10 bpm. This will provide turbulent flow in the lead 
slurry in washouts up to 12 inches in diameter as shown on 
Figure 25.
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Power Law Model
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It is interesting to note that the Bingham Plastic model 
for this system using a Pv of 18.5 and a xy of 1.5 predicts 
much higher flow rates to achieve turbulence, Figure 26.

The circulating bottom hole pressure when the plug bumps 
in a nine inch gauge hole would be 6980 psi, well below the 
10,500 psi fracture pressure for this depth. The circulating 
bottom hole pressure was calculated using a 1000 ft. column 
of lead slurry, a 650 ft. column of tail-in slurry, a mud 
weight of 9.5 ppg, and mud viscosity of 20 cp.

Reciprocation is the most likely movement to be success
ful while cementing the intermediate string. Rotation is not 
likely to be successful because the torque necessary to turn 
the casing would exceed the maximum recommended make-up torque 
of the top joint, about 5700 ft-lb.

Reciprocation might be difficult since the hook load of 
12,000 ft. of 26 ppf 7 inch is about 2 66,750 lb. in 9.5 ppg 
mud. This may exceed the draw works capacity of the rig in 
use. There is also a certain amount of risk that a joint may 
pull apart. Proper casing design and handling procedures 
will minimize this risk.

Liner
The liner to be set is a 5 inch flush joint liner with
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the shoe at 14,000 ft. and 3 00 ft. of overlap inside the 7 
inch casing. The gauge hole size is 6-1/8 inches. Because 
of the small hole clearance, the liner presents several 
special cementing problems.

The liner should be run with a guide shoe and float 
collar similar to a conventional casing string. The 
centralizer program should be one centralizer on the shoe 
joint and one centralizer at each pay zone.

The running in and hanging of a liner inside an existing 
casing string requires two pieces of special equipment. They 
are: the liner hanger and the setting tool.

The liner hanger is the mechanism which attaches to the 
liner and contains the slips which suspend the liner in the 
casing. The setting tool is attached between drill pipe and 
the liner hanger and releases the liner from the drill pipe 
after the slips are set. It also has a seal assembly which 
seals the passage between the liner hanger and the liner 
while the cementing operation takes place.

A special wiper plug system is used in liner cementing.
A small wiper plug is dropped into the drill pipe behind the 
cement as it is pumped down. As this plug passes into the 
liner it engages a larger wiper plug which continues to 
isolate the cement from the mud.
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The-recommended liner hanger for this well is the Brown 
Oil Tool Type "C" Rotating Liner Hanger which allows the 
liner to be rotated during cementing. The particular feature 
of this tool which is important is that the liner can be hung 
and the setting tool released before the cementing is started. 
This ensures that the drill pipe can be retrieved and the 
cement reversed out if a problem occurs.

The setting tool used with the above hanger is the C-2 
"J" setting tool which is released from the liner by a "J" 
type action to the right. Lifting up a few inches confirms 
that the liner has been released and cementing operations can 
start. The stud on the "J" mechanism is used to rotate the 
liner which is now resting on a ball bearing above the slips.

A short polished bore receptacle should be run at the 
top of the liner. This is used as the sealing surface between 
the setting tool and the liner during the cementing operations.
It also allows a packer to be run at a later date to seal 
the liner-casing annulus if the cement top does not reach the 
overlap.

The recommended cement slurry for the liner is Class "G" 
cement with 35% silica flour, retarded to 6 hours pumping 
time, and having an API fluid loss of less than 50 cc/30 minutes. 
The density is 15.9 ppg and it has a 24 hour compressive strength 
of 4800 psi. The silica flour has been added to avoid high 
temperature strength retrogression, since bottom hole tempera-
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tures will exceed 260°F. The top of the cement should be 
300 ft. above the liner top after displacement.

The recommended displacement rate for the liner cement 
is 6.5 bpm. The cement will be in turbulent flow in a gauge 
6^1/8 inch hole but not in washouts. The reason a higher 
flow rate was not chosen is because the surface pressure 
during displacement would exceed the safe limits of the equip
ment .

Just before the plug is bumped, the pressure at the sur
face is calculated to be:-

Friction in 12,000 ft.,_. of 3-1/2 inch 
drill pipe 

Friction in 2,000 ft. of 5" fj liner 
Friction in the liner annulus, 7 inch 

open hole
Friction in 12,000 ft. of 3-1/2 inch x 

6.27 6 inch annulus 
Differential hydrostatic pressure of 

cement-mud
Total

The required hydraulic horsepower is 6 20 which requires 
two pump trucks. The maximum circulating bottom hole pres
sure is 10,550 psi, well below the fracture gradient for the 
area.

= 3,070 psi 
= 98 psi

= 140 psi

= 330 psi

= 250 p s i
3,888 psi
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Liner hangers are available which can be either recipro
cated or rotated during cement displacement. Rotation was 
chosen for this system because it will provide a better mix
ing action in the narrow annulus. Excessive torque on the 
liner joints should not be a problem with only 2000 feet of 
straight open hole. The centralizers used should be the type 
which can rotate freely around the liner but do not slide up 
and down.
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EVALUATING THE RESULTS

While the real success of a cementing program will be 
measured by the lack of trouble during drilling and comple
tion procedures, the cement bond log or CBL is commonly used 
to give a preliminary evaluation of the cementation. Reading 
the CBL is a controversial topic since it responds to many 
different variables in the wellbore. The bond log can usually 
be. used to compare the results of cement jobs from well to 
well.

Generally speaking, a bond log which indicates a poor 
bond may or may not be correct. A false poor bond can be the 
result of a micro-annulus between the casing and cement or 
variable cement compressive strength. Variable cement thick
ness will also cause bond log variations.

Figure 27 is a CBL taken from a well which was cemented, 
with a 50-50 pozmix in turbulent flow. The casing was central
ized and reciprocated. The log shows a good bond from the 
cement top to the shoe. (Only the upper portion of the log 
is illustrated.) This well was completed in two zones with 
no recorded problems. The top of the cement shows up clearly 
and was within 50 feet of the desired cement top. This type 
of results can be expected from properly planned cement jobs.

Figure 28 is another example of a CBL from a well in 
which the casing was centralized and reciprocated. The cement
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was 50-50 pozmix and was displaced in turbulent flow. The 
log shows nearly 100% bond from cement top to shoe. (Upper 
portion illustrated.)
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Cement Bond Log, Example #2
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